
IndieReCon – It’s Coming! It’s Coming 
 
There’s a free, online self-publishing conference taking place next week. 
It’s the third year of IndieReCon, and they have an action-packed schedule filled 
with all sorts of great stuff – a mixture of posts, vlogs, webinars, as well as the 
opportunity to drill deeper into the various topics with a series of online and 
Twitter chats. 
 
The fun kicks off next Wednesday, April 15th at 7:30 (EDT) and runs until 
Friday, April 17th. 
 
Be sure to drop in, there’s some cool stuff planned, and it’s all FREE (make sure 
to register to gain access). 
 
In one week, IndieReCon will return to the web and we’d love to have you join us! 
Last year with over 25,000 visitors, IndieReCon was awesome with chats and 
giveaways and days of helpful and pertinent information. 
 
This year will be even bigger and better! 
 
To kick us off we’ll have S.R. Johannes and Ali Cross, founders of IndieReCon, 
welcome you to this year’s conference. 
 
Following our welcome join Mark Coker, founder of Smashwords, and Orna 
Ross, bestselling author and founder of the Alliance of Independent Authors for a 
wide-ranging discussion about the changing landscape, what it means for writers, 
readers and author services these days, and their top tips to enable you to 
publish and sell great books with the minimum of fuss. 
 
You’ll also discover insider secrets from representatives from around the 
industry, learn the basics of self-publishing, try your hand at serials, work with 
other authors to maximize your marketing efforts and much, much more. 
 
We have contests and tons of giveaways including KOBO ereaders packed with 
books. 
 
Not to mention, it’s a great place to network, connect and have a lot of fun. Click 
here for 10 reasons why you should enter.  
  
Our other special speakers include: 
Rachel Abbot 
Piers Alexandar 
Porter Anderson 
Bella Andre 
Jay Artale 
Amanda Barbara 
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Jessica Belle 
Guido Caroti 
Paul Cameron 
Tom Chalmers 
Robin Cutler 
Seth Dillon 
David Farland 
Ricardo Fayet 
Christina Fonesca 
Vanessa Fox O’Loughlin 
Barbara Freethy 
Joel Friedlander 
Jane Friedman 
Ben Galley 
Dan Holloway 
Steena Holmes 
Karen Inglis 
Maris Kreizman 
Jim Kukral 
Sharmaine Lovegrove 
CJ Lyons 
Mark McGuinness 
Kathy Meis 
Sam Missingham 
Toby Mundy 
Roz Morris 
Christine Nolfi 
Yen Ooi 
Joanna Penn 
David Penny 
Rohan Quine 
Penny C. Sansevieri 
Miral Sattar 
Helen Sedwick 
Victoria Strauss 
Michael Sullivan 
Rebecca Swift 
Peter Urpeth 
HM Ward 
Debbie Young 
 
You can now view our schedule, our speaker bios, and our awesome sponsors. 
 
See you at IndieReCon April 15th-17th, 2015! #IndieReCon #IRC15 
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